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Abstract The transplantation of organs between disparate species is
hindered by severe immune responses of the recipient against the
graft. These immune responses gives
rise to hyperacute and acute vascular rejection and to cellular rejection. Research during the past decade has shed light on the elements
of the immune system responsible

Introduction
The successful engraftment of organs from animals into
humans has been a goal in the field of transplantation
since its inception in the first decade of this century
[23]. Achieving this goal is prevented in part by physiologic limitations of the xenogeneic organ and by the potential for transmission of infectious disease from the
transplant to the recipient. However, the main hurdle
to transplanting organs between species remains the
rapid and seemingly inexorable destruction of the transplant by the recipient’s immune system. The past decade has brought much progress in understanding the
mechanisms underlying immune-mediated injury of
xenotransplants and new and incisive therapies for potentially overcoming the. immunological hurdles [l, 161.

Biological responses to xenotransplantation
Organs transplanted between species undergo a series
of biological responses summarized in Fig. 1. In unmodified recipients, an organ xenograft is subject to hyperacute rejection which destroys the organ within minutes
to a few hours [15]. Hyperacute rejection is triggered by
xenoreactive antibodies which bind to the endothelium
lining donor blood vessels activating the complement

for the rejection of xenografts and
has provided novel and incisive
therapies which might be applied to
these problems.
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system of the recipient [14]. Susceptibility to hyperacute
rejection is heightened because the recipient’s complement system is not compatible with complement regulatory proteins expressed in the donor organ. When hyperacute rejection is prevented, by either depletion of
xenoreactive antibodies or by inhibition of the complement system of the recipient, the xenograft is next subject to acute vascular rejection which destroys the graft
over a period of days to weeks [19]. Although a number
of causes of acute vascular rejection have been postulated, recent studies suggest that acute vascular rejection is
caused by the unremitting interaction of xenoreactive
antibodies with donor endothelium perhaps in conjunction with the activation of small amounts of complement
on the endothelium [ll]. Prevention of acute vascular
rejection for a period of days to weeks may allow a xenotransplant to undergo accommodation. Accommodation, first described in the transplantation of organs
across ABO barriers [2], is an apparent resistance of
the transplant to injury mediated by anti-donor antibodies and complement [17]. Xenografts are also subject to
cell-mediated rejection. Cell-mediated rejection of
xenotransplants may resemble cell-mediated rejection
of allotransplants, although the former is accompanied
by significant humoral injury. The sections that follow
describe the susceptibility of organs to xenotransplant
rejection.
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tion of transgenic pigs expressing human complement
regulatory proteins, especially decay accelerating factor,
with or without CD59 [5, 131. This manipulation alone
prevents hyperacute rejection even when the complement regulatory proteins are expressed at low levels.
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Fig. 1 The biological hurdles for xenotransplantation. Organ
transplantation between unmodified disparate species leads to hyperacute rejection. If hyperacute rejection can be averted by depletion of xenoreactive natural antibodies or inhibition of complement system, the xenograft may be subject to acute vascular rejection or “accommodation” may occur. If acute vascular rejection is
prevented, the graft will be subject to cellular rejection or chronic
rejection

Xenoreactive antibodies and the antigens they recognize
Studies from several laboratories have demonstrated
that the major fraction of xenoreactive antibodies in humans that would recognize the organs of lower animals
are directed against Galal3Ga1, a sugar expressed by
lower mammals but not by humans and other higher primates. Depletion of anti-Galal3Gal antibodies prevents hyperacute rejection of pig organs transplanted
into non-human primates [lo, 211. There is increasing
evidence that anti-Galal3Gal antibodies may also be
responsible for acute vascular rejection. Accordingly,
therapeutic strategies aimed at the elimination of those
antibodies through the induction of immunologic tolerance [3], or the reduction or elimination of the Gal a l 3 G a l saccharide in donor animals [22], or the prevention of graft injury through the induction of accommodation [17] would appear to be the most promising
ways of dealing with acute vascular rejection for clinical
purposes.

Humoral response to xenotransplantation
As might be expected, individuals exposed to foreign organs or tissues mount a substantial humoral response [4,
201. This response is most easily seen if the exposure to
foreign tissue is transient since a functioning organ xenograft will absorb anti-donor antibodies from the
blood [12]. The xenoreactive natural antibodies made
by humans after exposure to pig tissue recognize predominantly Galal3Gal. The levels of these antibodies
in non-human primates also increase rapidly following
xenotransplantation and their occurrence is linked with
acute vascular rejection [12]. In addition to anti-Galal-3Gal antibodies, however, it is likely that antibodies
against other pig antigens, particularly pig proteins, are
elicited. Only a fragmentary knowledge of the specificity and function of elicited xenoreactive antibodies has
been established: however, it is highly likely that these
antibodies will be found to cause acute vascular rejection at later times and to be a major hurdle to the clinical application of xenotransplantation.

Cell-mediated immune responses
Cell-mediated immunity to xenotransplantation leading
to cellular rejection is likely to be an important impediment to xenotransplantation [l].Work in the past decade has shown that some aspects of this response, particularly the ability of T cells in humans to recognize
pig histocompatibility antigens expressed on pig cells,
can resemble cell-mediated responses to allotransplants. However, some aspects of the cell-mediated immune response to xenotransplantation are likely to be
more severe than the cell-mediated immune respone to
The complement system
allotransplantation and may warrant unique therapeutic
For nearly 35 years the major hurdle to xenotransplan- approaches. One important aspect of the cellular imtation has been known to be the activation of recipient mune response in xenotransplantation is likely to be
complement in the donor organ [8]. Compfement acti- the vast diversity of proteins which can give rise to T
vation in pig organs transplanted into non-human pri- cell responses. So diverse is the repertoire of peptides
mates is mediated almost entirely by the binding of generated across species, that primary T cell responses
complement-fixing xenoreactive antibodies [18]. In ad- can be detected in vitro by indirect antigen presentadition, pig organs are subject to complement-mediated tion. Whether the diversity of the indirect T cell reiniury owing to the failure of complement regulatory sponse will require new approaches to immunotheraov
p;ot&,
such as decay accelerating factor, membrane is as yet unclear. A second important aspect of the cil{co-factor protein, or CD59, in those organs to control mediated response to xenotransplantation is the impact
activation of the recipient’s complement system [6]. of humoral immunity. The presence of anti-donor antim e problem of incompatibility of complement regula- bodies portends and probably causes severe cellular imtory proteins has been recently addressed by the genera- mune responses. A third and as yet incompletely under-
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stood hurdle will be the possibility that immunoregulatory T cells, that is T cells which would dampen cellular
immune-mediated responses, will be less active across
species than they are in the allotransplant setting [16].
A fourth issue relates to the possibility that natural killer cells of the recipient might be highly reactive with
the graft. Clearly selecting the appropriate means of immunomodulation or immunosuppression or tolerance
will be an important challenge in the field of xenotransplantation.

imals and the development of specific immunodepleting techniques. These therapeutic advances may prove
to be sufficient to allow xenotransplantation to enter
the clinical arena. The major importance of these advances, however, may be that they underscore the acceleration of research in this field and point to a brighter future where the identification of a hurdle at a molecular level can give rise very rapidly to the application
of technology to overcoming that hurdle. Thus, for the
first time there is increasing optimism that the immunological hurdles to xenotransplantation may be truly assailable. Consistent with this view, there already are
clinical trials and promising experimental results inConcluding remarks
volving the transplantation of non-vascular grafts beThe past decade has brought a much fuller understand- tween species [7,9].
ing of the molecular basis of the immune response to
xenotransplantation and has provided some incisive Acknowledgements Supported by grants from the National Instistrategies, such as the genetic engineering of source an- tutes of Health.
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